Imagine reconnecting street grids locally, as well as to surrounding neighborhoods. Create transit stops throughout the neighborhood to match stop frequencies with other locations and transit lines. Park-lined streets will unify the park system in the neighborhood. Being unable to remove transportation networks, create linkages for various traffic—pedestrian, bicycle, vehicular—all throughout the site.

A new masterplan provides density—population, social, amenity, activity—and connectivity to the rest of the city. Relocate transit stops for optimal exposure. Create new stops along the route to promote further development. Connect neighborhood parks together. Link with linear park to create a variety of activities, locations, events for the entire city. Reconnect the neighborhood with existing local outdoor amenities, creating multiplicity and variety.

In the program, program street grid METRA stops park connections lake connections establish contextual connections and promote a variety of movement relocate transit stop for optimal exposure create new stops along route to promote further development connect neighborhood parks together link with linear park to create a variety of activities, locations, events for entire city reestablish street grid locally, as well as to surrounding neighborhoods create transit stops throughout neighborhood to match stop frequency of other locations and transit lines park lined streets will unify the parks system in the neighborhood being unable to remove transportation networks create linkages for various traffic—pedestrian, bicycle, vehicular—all throughout the site
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establish contextual connections and promote a variety of movement
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relocate transit stop for optimal exposure create new stops along route to promote further development
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connect neighborhood parks together link with linear park to create a variety of activities, locations, events for entire city
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reconnect the neighborhood with existing local outdoor amenities, creates multiplicity and variety

predominately residential and educational large rippled ground void along lake create a development rich in multi-use spaces
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2 MILES reconnect street grid locally, as well as to surrounding neighborhoods create transit stops throughout neighborhood to match stop frequency of other locations and transit lines park lined streets will unify the parks system in the neighborhood being unable to remove transportation networks, create linkages for various traffic—pedestrian, bicycle, vehicular—all throughout the site
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